In this paper we have addressed two dependency parsers for a free-word order Indian language, namely Bengali. One of the parsers is a grammar-driven one whereas the second parser is a datadriven one. The grammar-driven parser is an extension of a previously developed parser whereas the data driven parser is the MaltParser customized for Bengali. Both the parsers are evaluated on two datasets: ICON NLP Tool Contest data and Dataset-II (developed by us). The evaluation shows that the grammar-based parser outperforms the MaltParser on ICON data based on which the demand frames of the Bengali verbs were developed but its performance degrades while dealing with completely unknown data, i.e. dataset-II. However, MaltParser performs better on dataset-II and the whole data. Evaluation and error analysis further reveals that the parsers show some complimentary capabilities, which indicates a future scope for their integration to improve the overall parsing efficiency.
Introduction
Most of the Indian languages including Bengali have relatively free-word order [Bharati et al., 1995] . This characteristic makes the dependency parsing of Bengali a challenging task. There are two approaches used for dependency parsing, data driven dependency parsing and grammar driven dependency parsing approach [Nivre, 2006] . Data driven dependency parsing requires large amount of manually annotated parsed data. On the other hand grammar driven dependency parsing requires a set of linguistics rules. Systematic evaluation of these parsing approaches was not done until ICON, in 2009, conducted an NLP tool contest on development of dependency parsers for three Indic languages namely, Hind, Bengali, and Telugu [ICON 2009 ]. Training, development and test data was provided. Same shared task was repeated in ICON 2010. Both grammar driven and data driven approaches were reported. This paper presents our continued effort that started with participating in ICON 2009. A grammar driven parser [De et al., 2009] for Bengali was developed and achieved an unlabeled attachment score close to 90%. The linguistics rules were extracted from the ICON 2009 training data set and tested on ICON 2009 test set. This parser was not tested on any unknown dataset which was not used in extracting linguistics rules. This paper aims to fill up that gap by generating a new dataset consisting of tree banks for about 1500 sentences. Evaluation on this new dataset is done. Moreover, the previous parser was improved by adding and optimizing certain rules. Next, an off the shelf parser namely, MaltParser [Nivre et al., 2006a ] is used to parse Bengali and a comparison between grammar driven and data driven approaches is brought out.
2
The Grammar-driven Parser The Paninian Grammatical model, which is very effective for free-word order languages (e.g. Indian Languages) has been used for development of a grammar-driven parser. The approach is to simplify complex and compound sentential structures first, then to parse the simple structures so obtained by satisfying the Karaka demands of the Demand Groups (Verb Groups) and to rejoin such parsed structures with appropriate links and Karaka labels. The parsing algorithm is given below.
Input: A sentence with all morphological and chunking information. Output: A dependency tree having the chunked phrases as nodes.
Step-1: If the sentence is compound then divide the sentence to get two or more simple or complex sentences. Pass each of them to Step 2 one by one. Otherwise pass the sentence to Step 2.
Step-2: If the sentence is complex then divide the sentence to get two or more simple sentences. Pass each of them to Step 3 one by one. Otherwise pass the sentence to Step 3.
Step-3: Parse the simple sentence
Step-4: Rejoin the parsed sentences divided in step 2 with proper links and labels.
Step-5: Rejoin the parsed sentences divided in step 1 with proper link and label.
Step-6: Return the parsed sentence. In the above sentence, two simple sentences shown within braces are joined with sentence label conjunct ebam (and) to form a compound sentence. Our approach is to identify these sentence label conjuncts and divide the sentence to make the parsing task easier. After parsing the two simple sentences the roots of the two sentences are linked with the conjunct with 'ccof' relation.
The sentences having relative clauses are considered as complex sentences and handled in Step 2 of the Algorithm. Consider the sentence below.
S2.
( ) ( হ ) (je chheleti sekhane base achhe) (se amar bhai hay) (Who boy the there sitting is) (he my brother is)
The first part of the sentence is a relative clause which modifies se (he), je (who) and se (he) are grammatical markers of relative clause and main clause, respectively. With the help of the clause markers, a complex sentence is divided into multiple simple sentences which are then parsed in
Step-3 and rejoined in Step-4.
Simple sentences have been parsed with demand satisfaction approach. A Demand Frame or Karaka Frame of a verb is a tabular listing of the demands it makes i.e. the list of all possible Karakas it can take to form a meaningful sentence [Begum, 2008] . A mapping is also specified in the list between Karaka relations and Vibhaktis (post-positions, suffix). The mapping depends on the verbal semantics and the tense, aspect and modality (TAM) label. The basic frame or default frame of a verb is prepared for present indefinite form of the verb [Bhattacharya 1993 ]. Other TAMs may have their own transformation rules depending on which the basic frame is changed. The Demand Frame of a verb also specifies what Karakas are mandatory or optional for the verb and what Vibhaktis (post-positions) they take. Thus, for a given verb with some TAM label, the appropriate Karaka frame can be obtained using the basic frame and the corresponding transformation rules. The basic frame which is initially prepared for the present indefinite form of a verb may change with the change of the form of the verb i.e. TAM labels. We have prepared an exhaustive TAM list in Bangla and transformation rules, if exists, have been framed for each of them.
For a given sentence after the word groups have been formed, the verb groups are identified [Biswas et al., 2010; De et al. 2011] . Then each of the source groups are tested against the Karaka restrictions in each Karaka frame (transformed according to TAM rules). When testing a source group against the Karaka restrictions of a demand group, vibhaki information is checked and if found satisfactory the source group becomes a candidate for the Karaka of the demand group. This can be shown in the form of a Constraint Graph (CG) [Bharati et. al. 2008 and 2009] . Nodes of the graph are the word groups and there is an arc from a verb group to a source group labeled by a Karaka, if the source group satisfies the Karaka restrictions in the Karaka chart. A restricted CG can be obtained by following certain rules involving gnp (gender, number, person) agreement, matching of lexical types, etc. The detailed of the parsing approach can be found in [De et al., 2009; Garain et al., 2012] 
MaltParser for Bengali
In this experiment we have customized freely available MaltParser [Nivre et al., 2006a] which follows a data-driven approach. During MaltParser optimization we follow same approach described by Nivre, (2009) . MaltParser comes with a number of built in transition systems. So we evaluate different transition systems and found that stackswap transition system gave the highest accuracy for Bengali. In order to tune feature model we first added all possible features. Then we discarded those features for which the parsing accuracy increases. Finally, we end up with addition of following feature numbers:
 Features 3 and 10, the coarse-grained part of speech of top and next.  Features 22 and 25, the part of speech of leftmost and rightmost dependencies of top.  Features 24, the form of rightmost dependencies of top.  The conjoined features (1&4, 4&11, 8&11) i.e. part of speech and form of stack top, part of speech of top and next, form of next and part of speech of next was also added.
We used LIBSVM package [Chang and Lin, 2001 ] for classification task.
Training Data
To train MaltParser we need parsed Treebank in CoNLL format which is developed during this research. For this purpose we converted ICON SSF data into CoNLL format. Additionally, we have taken about 1555 sentences from a list of 9 stories and parse them automatically using the grammar-based Parser. Then the parsed Treebank (i.e. SSF format) was corrected thoroughly by a linguist. We call this dataset as DS-II. The combination of ICON and DS-II resulted in a Treebank consisting of about 2685 parsed sentences (29137 tokens) in SSF and CoNLL format. The CoNLL fields which we used for feature models are: ID, FORM, POSTAG, CPOSTAG, HEAD and DEPREL.
Evaluation
We evaluated the above parsers following the methods described in [Rimell et al. 2009 ] and [Nivre et al. 2010] . The first evaluation considers ICON (2009) data sets (i.e. both training and development data of 1130 Sentences). The grammar-driven parser uses this dataset to extract linguistic rules. The Malt Parser is trained with this data. Evaluation of the parsers is done using ICON 2009 test data (consisting of 150 Sentences). As expected, both the Malt Parser and the grammar driven parser achieved scores close to [Nivre, 2009; De et al., 2009] , respectively. Parser is retrained on this data but the grammar driven parser was not retrained. Table 2 shows the parsers accuracies (on coarse tag set) after the execution of the 5-fold cross validation. Baseline accuracy represents the performance of Malt Parser with default properties where final accuracy is achieved after optimization of Malt Parser. If we compare the results in Table 1 and 2, the grammar driven parser performs well on ICON data but its performance degrades on the whole dataset. The major reason is that the linguistics rules were extracted from ICON data only. The demand frames of the verbs were constructed based on the examples found in ICON data. The degradation in performance shows that some verbs are missing in the verb list. Demand frames of some verbs are also incomplete. Another reason is the use of morphological information. ICON data is annotated with morphological information which was used by the grammar driven parser. But as the DS-II does not contain morphological information, parser itself attempts to extract this information. In some cases this additional processing adds errors.
Training of MaltParser did not use the morphological information as available with ICON data. It makes use of POS tag, chunking information and dependency relations. On the bigger dataset its performance degrades but the amount of degradation is less compared to the degradation shown by the grammar-driven parser.
Error Analysis
A primary goal of this experiment is to point out the errors made by both data driven and the grammar driven dependency parsing model. Following [McDonald et al. 2011] we have performed a number of experiments to find out the reasons of most possible errors with respect to sentence length factor and linguistics properties of sentences.
Length Factor
Length factor is a well known factor. It is noticed that dependency parsing system tends to have lower accuracy for longer sentences. The main reason is that a longer sentence is a combination of two or more simple shorter sentences. Figure 1 shows the Figure 1 Parser Accuracy (LAS) and Sentence Length accuracy i.e. the labelled attachment score (LAS) of both parsing model with respect to different sentence length, i.e. number of tokens. From the figure it is clear Malt Parser tends to perform better than the grammar driven Parser on shorter sentences, due to greedy inference algorithm which make fewer parsing decision. Otherwise system performance of both parsers is indistinguishable. Surprisingly accuracy of longer sentences (Sentence length >16) on both parsers seems to be improved. This is due to the low complexity properties of the sentences. The grammar driven parser fails to identify the root properly.
Dependency Relation Wise Evaluation
Examples are there where the grammar driven parser produces correct result but the Malt parser fails. Here is one example that has a compound verb.
S4. হ ।
(he)(then)(dressing)(gown)(wearing)(his)(residence)(at lawn)(walking was).
Result (in correct) from Malt Parser: 
